
NEWSLETTER 
Decembre 2006 

 
 
From: The Beka Project Coordination                                      
To:   Bayaka Friends  
 
Dear Friends, 
  
Following is what Paul writes to Philemon in the verses 4-7: 
 
“When I remember you in my prayers, I always thank my God 
because I hear of your love for all the saints and your faith toward the 
Lord Jesus. I pray that the sharing of your faith may become effective 
when you perceive all the good that we may do for Christ. I have 
indeed received much joy and encouragement from your love, 
because the hearts of the saints have been refreshed through you, 
my brother.” 
 
Inspired by these words this is what the Beka Project wants to 
express you at the beginning of the year 2007: 
 
“The Bayaka brothers, the members of the Beka Project team and all 
those working beside them in the field give thanks to God for the 
financial and spiritual support you have been providing for nearly 15 
years. Through these gestures, they understand more the value of 
the ties that unite them with you in Christ. Brethren, be blessed for 
the joy and peace that translated Words of God in yaka bring to 
Bayaka.” 
 
BIRTH 
 
With the return of Marie-Angele after maternity leave, the Beka 
Project is complete. Thus, the Kosseke family has the pleasure of 
announcing the birth of Gamira-Joelle on October 18, 2006. She joins 
her three older brothers. Here is again an occasion to thank the 
Creator for having responded to the prayers of this family for a baby 
girl. 
 
TESTIMONIES 



 
1. The Gospel of Luke in yaka 

 
Now in Londo and its neighbourhoods, the Gospel of Luke is playing 
more and more an important role in the congregations. This is the 
main Christian literature for meditations or preaching of Bayaka. 
 
Usually, one copy of the Gospel of Luke is purchased per month at 
the little exhibition stand in Londo. Curiously, last November its sale 
was higher: ten copies were sold.  
 

2. I will make you hunt for people 
 
For their trade game, poachers request the assistance of the Bayaka, 
because the latter know the forest and the habits of the animals living 
there like the back of their hands. 
 
For example: a Pygmy woman, named Funge, goes into the forest 
with her baby for firewood. Firewood is generally put in a long basket 
carried on the back with a rope passing around the forehead and over 
the shoulders. The baby is slung across the shoulder using cloth. 
On her way back home, she sees a varan, a big lizard, crossing the 
path. Here is a good game for meal, she says. She lets down her 
basket and starts looking for the animal’s hole. The varan digs its 
home out with two entries, which allows him to go in one way and out 
the other way whenever it likes or in case it needs to escape. Once, 
Funge finds both entries, she lays down her baby in front of one and 
starts digging by the other one. Knowing the behaviors of the animal, 
she is sure that it will not flee by any opening, for varans are scared 
out of their wits of people. A human being at each entry, the poor 
varan sees his end coming. Actually, Funge digs out till she finds the 
paralyzed animal at the bottom of the hole and kills him. With her 
basket hold around her head and the game on the firewood, she 
takes back her baby and walks quickly to the village at the idea of 
fixing a good meal.  
  
Let’s go back to our story of the beginning: Komanda Gabriel went 
with a poacher into the forest for several days of hunting. Once the 
day finished, they came back to the camp for rest. And Gabriel could 
read his book, that it is to say the Gospel of Luke, in yaka. This 



evening, he was reading in the chapter 15, the story of the lost sheep. 
As he was reading out loud, the poacher who was a bit fluent in yaka, 
could follow the reading. At the end, he asked Gabriel about the 
meaning of this story. Gabriel answered him this: “The lost sheep 
represents us, human beings, for we are lost because of our sins. 
And the one who looks for his sheep, this is Jesus. Jesus came to 
earth in order to look for and save us.” After a moment of silence, the 
poacher said: “You are right.” 
 
A strange conversation isn’t it, between a man who, like his fellows, 
the “Tall-Blacks”, look down upon Bayaka and worse sometimes they 
consider them as animals! 
  

3. Paul’s letters to Timothy in yaka 
 
After the checking session of these books, Francois had to present 
them one Sunday at church to let the congregation know about how 
things are going with the translation team. At the end of the service, 
he was surrounded by Bayaka worshippers who wanted to read these 
letters. The copies with him that day were all taken away.   

 
ACTIVITIES 
 
A checking session for the book of Ruth and the booklet on AIDS was 
held from the 20th to 22nd December 2006 in Bangui with Translation 
Consultant Beth Knapp. 
 
The first 14 chapters of the draft of the Acts of the Apostles were also 
checked. 
 
ACTION POINTS FOR PRAYERS  
  
Following are subjects for which we request your prayers: 
 
ü The activities of the next months: 

• The checking of the book of Titus with the 
translation consultant 

• The continuation of the first draft of the Acts of 
the Apostles, from the 15th chapter 

• Contacts with some printing firms 



• Printing of Jonah 
• Printing of Ruth 
• Printing of the booklet about AIDS 

ü The search of potential individuals (Bayaka) who may become 
members of the project (two translators and one supervisor for 
literacy work)  

ü Barthelemy Kombo has already started retirement. May the 
Lord sustain him at this new step of his life. Barthelemy is a 
deacon, may the Eternal bless his ministry. 

ü The continuation of talks with UFEB, a Baptist denomination, to 
open literacy classes in M’Bata. 

ü The health of team members and their families. 
 
 
May God bless the year 2007 for the glory of his name, the joy of the 
Bayaka and their friends. 
 
Together for the Lord’s service,  
 
 
Marie-Angele Kosseke 
Coordination Assistant  
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NEWSLETTER 
March 2007 

 
 
From: The Beka Project Coordination                                      
To:  Bayaka Friends  
 
Dear Friends, 
 
If you read our letter before noon, we tell 
you « Bwâmubôma ko? », which means in 
Yaka: « Has the day risen for you? » We 
hope our newsletter finds you and your 
family well.  

 

Each year in February and March, all 
ACATBA translation teams come to 
Bangui for weeks of strategic planning for 
the following 18 months.  

 
During the sessions of planning activities 
for 2008, I was hit by the illustration of a 
stone that is thrown into a pool, causing a 
splash that is followed by ripples. This is 
the best image I can use to illustrate the 
results and effects of the bible translation 
work in the life of the people at which it is 
aimed.     

 
The splash, that is to say the results 
produced by the Beka Project in short 
terms, is the implementation of a literacy 
programme in Yaka and the use of 
translated Bible portions during church 
services, Bible studies, prayer meetings, 
etc… The first ripples, that is to say the 
effects caused by this splash are the 
different conversions that happened and 
that still happen. Even better, Bayaka 
understand the Word of God and they 

preach it. 
However, these ripples do not stop here, 
with regard to the splash. They are going 
to spread and expand, producing a deep 
impact in the spiritual, moral and social 
life of the Bayaka and other people s to 
which they will go.   

 

Let’s be then attentive to these ripples for 
so are the Words of God that do not fail 
to do what the Father planned for them. 
 
All glory be to the Creator of water and 
stone!  
 

 

 
“So also will be the word that I speak— it will not 
fail to do what I plan for it; it will do everything I 
send it to do.”  Esaiah 55: 11 
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Some words from François Ndinga 
 
« Since the ministry of Bible translation started in 1996, we know that the Lord has always 
been with us. He gives us strength and wisdom to translate His Words.  

We have already translated some books. When Bayaka read them, they understand them very 
well. 
Our goal is to translate the entire Bible in Yaka so that the Bayaka can also have all of God’s 
words in their language. And when they will read them, they will truly be freed from the fear 
of physical death and they will be under the protection of the Lord, the Living God.  

Our team has become a small group of only three persons, but this will not deter us from 
our goal. 

For there is a pygmy proverb saying: “Mosakalâ wâ bato wângâawôlâkâ kamba.” which 
means: “A small group of people can kill an elephant.” 

Thank you so much for your love for the Bayaka. 

 

God bless you. » 

 
Tinambolo’s Testimony 
 
Jean-Paul TINAMBOLO is a young pygmee of around 31 years old. He’s a member of the 
Evangelical Cooperation Church in Londo. One day he got angry with a villager who told 
him that he was a big sinner. (Truth hurts in this world, doesn’t it? It makes eyes turn red but 
does not break them, as man also said). 
 
 A few days later, God made it possible for Tinambolo to get a portion of the gospel of Luke 
written in Yaka, his mother tongue. As he read through this portion of the Scriptures, he 
came across the story of the tax collector and the Pharisee who were both praying in the 
temple (Luke 18: 10-14). He became very interested in this story and read it entirely. He was 
impressed by the prayer of the tax collector, because his prayer was the one that Jesus 
approved.  
 
“How can such a man openly confess that he has sinned?” Tinambolo asked himself. He 
could not believe it. Finally, he became aware of the fact that his life was not any different 
than the life of the tax collector. He acknowledged the fact that he was indeed a big sinner, 
although he would not confess it at first. Tinambolo went to a Church leader. He spoke to 
him about what had happened to him. He confessed his sins and was forgiven by the Lord. 
 
 
At the present time, Tinambolo has become a support staff of the Beka Project. He helps 
from time to time to look after the center of the Beka Project in Londo, when Maxime, the 
guard, is on leave. 
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Church services in the month of March 2007 
 
When François is in Bangui, he receives many invitations to preach during Sunday services. 
When there is a lot to do, he often hides himself so that the church leaders do not know that 
he is around. 

This time, however, he was favorable to two invitations: 
 

Sunday 18 March 2007: François was at the church of Brother Blaise Yangue, 
Administrative Assistant of ACATBA, where he preached in Romans 6: 6. The day after 
a couple arrived hand in hand at Blaise’s house to express its joy, for during the past 
months, the husband and wife had not been on speaking terms. But, after François’ 
preaching, they learned to forgive each other.  

Sunday 25 March 2007: François was at the church of the leader of ACATBA guardians, 
Mesmin Sombo, where he introduced his message with these words: "We, Bayaka are 
very timid. When speaking to a non-pygmy, we look at our feet. Today, this is different 
for me. I can stand in front of you, look you straight in the eyes and speak to you 
shamelessly. All simply because the Name of Jesus is great. The name of Jesus is 
powerful." Following this declaration, there was a lot of clapping, shouts of Alleluia! and 

Jean-Paul Tinambolo 
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Glory to the Lord!  The musicians of the choir joined them with their instruments too. In 
this atmosphere, one of the present pastors took off his jacket and asked Francois to put 
it on his shirt before continuing his message. This caused people to clap even louder. In 
Africa, when a person offers you his own clothes, he/she wants to honor you, to express 
his friendship or respect to you, even to encourage you.    

 

ACTION POINTS FOR PRAYERS  
 
Let’s pray for:   
ü The activities of the next term: the continuation of the first draft of the Acts of the 

Apostles, the printing of Jonah, Ruth, the booklet about AIDS, 1 & 2 Timothy and 
Titus. 

ü The search for at least two potential Bayaka translators who may become members 
of the project. 

ü The search for a literacy supervisor who may also become member of the project. 
ü The starting of literacy classes in M’Bata and Mambele 
ü The coordinator-translator, Dominique Kosseke, the translator François Ndinga and 

their families. 

 

From left to right: François Ndinga, 
Marie-Angele and Dominique Kosseke 
 

 

 Barthelemy Kombo has started his 
retirement since January 2007   

 
 
Together for the Lord’s service,  
 
 
Marie-Angele Kosseke 
Coordination Assistant  
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NEWSLETTER 
June 2007 

 
 
From: The Beka Project Coordination                                      
To:  Friends of the Bayaka  
 
Dear Friends, 
 

"Bwaêmuboêma ko?"     "Has the day risen for you?"  

(Answer: "Yeêe, nafáê páê ko?")   (Answer: "Yes, and for yourself?")  
 

THE EVENTS OF THIS TERM: 
v The Checking of Titus.  

From April 3rd to 5th 2007, the translation team gathered in Bangui for the checking of the 
epistle of Titus, under the supervision of Translation Consultant Will Sawers. As Barthelemy 
Kombo, the oldest of the translators, had started his retirement and the young trainee 
translators Bertand and Gilbert were suspended by their church, we called three other young 
Bayaka, Benjamin ZABANGO, Jérôme NGAMA and Pauline KOTI (read the testimony 
regarding Pauline in the newsletter of September 2006). They played the role of naïve 
speakers during the checking sessions. That is to say, a translator reads some extracts of the 
translated text and a naïve speaker tries to translate it again into another language, Sango 
(one of the official languages of the country) so the consultant can understand it. When it 
seemed that there were comprehension difficulties, discussions started and would sometimes 
lead to changes of words or expressions. 

 

Benjamin, Jerome and Pauline have been living in Bangui for several years now where all 
three attend the same high-school.  

  
From left to right: Ndinga François, Ngama Jerome, Zabango Benjamin, Kosseke Dominique, and Will Sawers. 
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   Koti Pauline 

 

v Meeting with pastors and evangelists of the Evangelical Cooperation Church. 
 

Taking advantage of the presence, in Bangui of pastors and evangelists of the Evangelical 
Cooperation Church who came from all over the Central African Republic for their General 
Assembly, the Beka Project organized a meeting with those working among the Bayaka. The 
Evangelical Cooperation Church is the denomination the most committed to the 
evangelization of Pygmies in Central African Republic. 

 

Thus, on April 16th 2007, these pastors and evangelists as well as Bertin OUNDAGNON, 
the director of ACATBA, Isaac BELE, one of those in charge of literacy in Sango and 
members of the Beka Project gathered to share prospects of the project’s future. It was also 
a wonderful opportunity to encourage these leaders in involving themselves more in the 
work of Bible translation.   

 

From this meeting, it came out that these church leaders are grateful for the work of Bible 
translation among the Bayaka and they eagerly wish the literacy work would increase and 
spread throughout the entire region. This meeting also allowed us to become aware that the 
impact of our work is greater than we thought. 

 
Pastor Dieudonné Pitima displays this reality through 
this testimony :  
 

"Pygmies are looked down upon by people who live in their neighborhoods. Unfortunately, 
this negative behavior against the inhabitants of the forest does not encourage some servants 
of God who have attended Bible or theological schools in big towns, to minister among the 
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Bayaka. However, in some little churches in villages, there are some young evangelists who, 
despite having little education and Bible knowledge, accept the challenge of sharing the little 
they know of God’s words with the Bayaka, as I do. 
 

Being aware of our lack of education and the marginalization of the Bayaka, we once felt 
ashamed when we were called "Pastors for the Bayaka". But since the Beka Project began 
the work of Bible translation and literacy and we have seen the Bayaka learn to read, write 
and preach, the attitude of the other neighboring people started changing. The Non-Pygmies 
look at these drops out who can write and read today with envious eyes. Now, when we are 
called “Pastors for the Bayaka”, we take pride in hearing it."           

 

 
From left to right: Romain MAIMBI, BORGEA…., YANGO Placide, Dieudonné PITIMA, Faustin KOLIBO et Gabriel YERIMA. 
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TESTIMONY 
 
"When they hand you over, do not worry about how you are to speak or what you are 
to say; for what you are to say will be given to you at that time, (…)."  Matthew. 10 : 19 
 
In villages of Central African Republic, the administrative authority relies on a person elected 
by the villagers and who is called "the chief of the village". This latter is assisted by two or 
three leading villagers. Often, in the villages of the forest, these authorities take advantage of 
their prerogatives to take money from Bayaka who do not understand the laws of the "Bilo", 
the taller black people (Pygmies acknowledge only three types of human beings: the Bayaka, 
the Bilo (the taller black people), and the white people). 
 
For hunting, work in the fields, housework, carrying of various goods, etc, the Bilo often go 
to the Bayaka to get manpower. For compensation, the Bayaka workers receive either food, 
old clothes, cigarettes, or alcohol, or many times, drugs (marijuana). 

 

Malembo, the oldest of Barthelemy Kombo’s sons, lives with his parents in Londo, a village 
where 80% of the inhabitants are Pygmies. Malembo was a joy for his parents as he was a 
hard-working boy. When the Bilo started to settle down in the village, they took notice of 
him at once and started asking him for services. Instead of paying him, they only gave him 
drug. Soon, Malembo became addicted to drugs and he lost his aptitude for hard work. 
Now, he works only for his daily dose, or sometimes for food.    

 

One day, the chief of the village and the leading villagers wanted to take advantage of 
Malembo’s drug addiction to get money from Kombo, his father. They arrested Malembo 
because of being under the influence of drugs. In villages, such affairs are dealt with 
publically in front of the chief’s house. The day of the sentence, Kombo, who was 
summoned, was present, as well as the entire village. After having explained why Malembo 
had been arrested, the chief delivered the verdict: “Kombo, you have to pay a fine, otherwise 
your son will go to Bambio for prison.” Bambio is the nearest town where there is a prison. 
Londo village is under its administration. 

    

Then, it was Kombo’s turn to declare his thoughts about what his son was accused of, and 
he said this: “In the past, the Bayaka did not know what alcohol and drugs were. The Bilo 
are those who brought these things among us. I was even a drug consumer too. And when I 
became a Christian and I understood that drugs were incompatible with my walk with Jesus 
Christ, I abandoned this vice. My son Malembo had a hardened heart; this is why he refused 
to rely on Jesus, and give up drugs. I will pay the fine. I even accept for my son to go to jail 
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in Bambio, as says the law of the country. But, first of all, I want Malembo to tell us in front 
all the people here the name of the person who gave him the drugs. Thus, when my son is 
on his way to Bambio, the person who gave him the drugs will walk behind him, and I will 
walk behind that person.” (In the forest, people walk in single file, one behind the other, for 
the paths are very narrow).  
 

Malembo, who did not want to denounce his dealer, refused to say anything and stayed 
silent. Then Kombo said this: “Malembo, if you refuse to speak, it means that I’m not your 
father”. Struck by this declaration that embarrassed his conscience, Malembo felt obliged to 
give the name of that person. With much hesitation, he said: “It is Ndjose’s wife.” 

 

Suddenly there was dead silence. This silence was particularly deadly, as Ndjose was one of 
the leading villagers who is used to assisting the chief of the village in pronouncing 
judgments in such circumstances. By an irony of fate, Ndjose was at that time sitting beside 
the chief. After a few minutes, Kombo broke the silence and said this: “Sir! I’ll be at home to 
fix things to go to Bambio. When you are ready, let me know”. And Kombo left the place of 
trial.    

  

This story ended up this way. The chief of the village never sent anybody to get in touch 
with Kombo for a possible trip to Bambio. Moreover, Malembo was released and he 
resumes his life as before, still using drugs. 

 
The Importance of Literacy. 
 
To have the Bayaka be aware of the importance of literacy, a play like the following is often 
presented at church. 
 
A person who can already read and write is asked to leave the room and go away, at a 
distance that does not allow him to know what is happening in the room. Once, he has left 
the room, another person will follow him to keep an eye on him. Then, the literacy teacher 
asks a Pygmy to stand up and tell the audience what happened to him the last time he was in 
the forest. Once finished, somebody who is literate writes the story on the blackboard. After 
the story is written on the blackboard, those outside come back into the room. 
  
The literacy teacher stands up and says: « Daddy X has told us a story. Can you tell this story 
again? You only have the blackboard for this exercise.” While he read the blackboard, the 
audience is silent. Then, he turns back, faces the audience and tells Daddy X’s story. And 
when he has finished, everybody claps seeing the marvel that writing can produce. 
 
A variant of this play is to ask the community to hide an item somewhere and to write on 
the blackboard the name of the object and the indications to find it. Then the person who is 
outside is to find the item by following the instructions written on the blackboard. 
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At once, the Bayaka find out, by themselves, that reading is a good thing for it shows what is 
hidden or what happened in a certain time when they were absent. Thus, in order to help 
people better understand the lesson drawn from these plays, the teacher explains that 
reading also allows to find out real events that took place in the far past and that are written 
in the book of God, the Bible.  
 
 
 

 
Young Bayaka in M’Bata who approached the team of the Beka Project to express their wish 
to learn to read and write.   
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The books of Ruth, Jonah, the story of The Arch of 
Noah and the booklet on AIDS in Yaka are now 

available and ready for use by churches ministering 
among the Bayaka. 

                                                    

                                                                                                   
 
ACTION POINTS FOR PRAYERS  
 
Let’s pray for:   
 
ü The publishing of 1 & 2 Timothy and Titus. These epistles will be assembled as one 

book, 
ü The review and publishing of yaka primers,  
ü The continuation of the first draft of the Acts of the Apostles, 
ü The conception of a Bible Translation Manual in Yaka. This work will allow training 

for Bayaka translators. Among SIL and NBTOs (National Bible Translation 
Organizations), such training is called the CIPPT. These courses are scheduled for 
next January and will also allow the identification of future fellow workers.  

ü The search for at least two potential Bayaka translators who may become members 
of the project. 

ü The search for a literacy supervisor who may also become member of the project. 
ü The start of new literacy classes. 
ü The members of the Beka Project. 
ü The security in the Central African Republic. 

 
Together for the Lord’s service,  
 
 
Marie-Angele Kosseke 
Coordination Assistant  
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NEWSLETTER 
September 2007 

 
 
From: The Beka Project Leadership 
To:  Friends of the Bayaka  
 
 
Dear Friends, 
 

"Bwaêmuboêma ko?"     
 

NEWS FROM ALONG THE BORDERS 
 
Our God gives encouragement. Camille Robbins was the instrument used by 
God to strengthen the members of the Beka project when they had giants like the opening 
of new literacy classes, the search for new translators, and the production of literature and 
audio material all ahead of them.    

 
Camille Robbins lives in the Republic of Congo, also called Congo-Brazza. Last July, she 
and her husband, the director of the SIL/Central Africa area, were in Bangui. Camille, 
who yearns for the salvation of Bayaka people, brought us a testimony of the impact of 
the Beka project’s work in the region along the border between the Central African 
Republic (CAR) and Congo-Brazza. 
 

Many Bayaka are located in the north of Congo-Brazza and the south-west of the CAR. 
Several months ago, Campus Crusade organized activities in this region. The team had 
with them copies of the gospel of Luke in Yaka that the Beka project produced. A few 
Bayaka are literate in this area. These latter could read the gospel in Yaka. 

 

We were happy to hear that the Gospel of Luke in Yaka is being used. What can we 
foresee about the new books (Ruth, Jonah, Noah’s Ark, the booklet on AIDS, 1 and 2 
Timothy and Titus)? Camille didn’t want to leave Bangui without taking with her some 
copies for our friends from along the border.   
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TESTIMONY 
Several years ago the Beka project wanted to know whether the Yaka language spoken in 
Central African Republic was understood by Bayaka in Congo-Brazza. For this linguistic 
survey, François Ndinga was asked to tell a story that would be taped. A missionary 
couple who had a church planting ministry among Pygmies in Congo-Brazza would play 
the story to Bayaka. There, what follows is this story:   
 

Mobotê the sorcerer               
                                                                    Told by François Ndinga 

 

 
Young Bayaka crossbow hunting 

 
In the past, our ancestors didn’t like living with sorcerers. They didn’t like anybody 
whose heart hid bad intentions either. If there was somebody with one of these 
bad reputations, all the villagers would always be blaming him or her. 
 
One of the situations the villagers also didn’t like was to see somebody violate a 
place chosen for hunting for it would cause unsuccessful hunting. For example, if 
a hedgehog was walking near the hunting net but was not caught, the hunter 
would think that somebody had cast a spell on the path and this bad person 
had to be found at once and forced to take the spell away.  
 
I would like to tell you a story, an experience I personally had: 

When I was a child, I lived in Bomole, my birthplace. One day, while we were on 
our way to hunt, I suddenly had the idea of picking some leaves of a shrub, 
chewing them and spitting the mixture on a trunk of a tree that had fallen across 
the path. It would be an unpleasant surprise for whoever would sit on the trunk. It 
would be also a way to make fun of those walking behind me. Further ahead on 
the way, I did the same trick, except this time, I took particular care not to place 
the second mixture on a tree but on liana vine that was hanging there near the 
path. Now, it happened that the liana called "mboôngô” was considered by 
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hunters as an ominous sign. However, the youngsters were used to chewing it for 
its sap that blackened teeth and girls were particularly fond of them. But it was 
forbidden to touch it when going hunting. 

 
My two mixtures were so well placed near the path that those who were walking 
behind me were soon to find them. How great their anger when they found the 
one on the liana! “A sorcerer preceded us here, a sorcerer preceded us here. 
The hunting will fail, the hunting will fail! », they shouted in despair. When I heard 
about it a little later, I became frightened. “Did I act as a sorcerer? Did I become 
a sorcerer?” I was wondering. 
 
That day, however, the hunters decided not to walk back home and the hunting 
continued. The nets which were set the first time did not catch any game. When 
the nets set the second time did not give anything, the hunters decided to stop 
the hunting and an elder ordered people to gather in one place in order to 
question diviners about who placed the two mixtures of leaves along the path.  
 
Two diviners arrived and entered the middle of the circle that had just been set. 
Each of them held the bark of the tree called mbale in his hands. Each one 
rubbed the bark in his hands hard while somebody else had to give one by one 
the names of the people present. If it happened that on a cited name, the 
hands of both diviners couldn’t continue moving the bark, it was then the sign 
that would indicate the author of the leaves’ mixtures.   
 
My father, who knew everybody by name, was given the responsibility to call 
people one by one. He took a wooden stem he cut in several pieces to make 
sticks. Each stick represented a person. Thus, while lifting the sticks one after 
another, my father shouted the name of each hunter present. He paused after 
each name to enable all the audience to see whether the hands of the diviners 
gave a signal of something. Everybody was frightened, even the innocent 
people who had nothing to reproach themselves with. I was so afraid that I 
considered running away. « No! » I finally said in my heart, “I have to stay. If they 
find me guilty, I will only tell them that it was a joke and I am not a sorcerer.”     
 
I had just stopped thinking all this when my father took up my stick. It felt like a 
knife was passing through my heart. “Ndinga, if you are the sorcerer, may the 
mbale show it to us!” said my father who suddenly became a terrifying judge for 
me. Without any change, the hands of the diviners continued their deliberate 
movements, and my father went to the next name. My face streamed with 
sweat while I had the feeling that someone was pouring fresh water in my heart. 
“But, shouldn’t I tell them the truth? No, I have to wait and see what will 
happen”, I said to myself.   
 
Meanwhile, there was a stick that my father had taken care to put aside. It was 
the one kept for Mobotê, a well-known sorcerer. Mobotê was also participating 
in the hunting. After having gone over all the sticks, my father took the one for 
Mobotê. Suddenly, as if stuck together by some sort of invisible glue, the hands of 
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both diviners stopped their friction movements. Their efforts to try continuing 
these movements forced the diviners to sometimes bend their heads lower to the 
left, then to the right, or to bend double. But all this resulted in nothing. “Mobotê 
is guilty, Mobotê is guilty! Mobotê needs to repair the situation; Mobotê needs to 
repair the situation! shouted the furious hunters. 
 
« Is it really Mobotê who chewed these leaves? Have I become Mobotê? » These 
questions that I asked to myself didn’t bring any answers. A slight smile appeared 
on my lips. I could no longer tell them the truth and confess my guilt. Moreover, I 
joined the crowd yelling against Mobotê. 
 
As that time I was still a child; but I could already understand that diviners were 
only liars. If it happened that somebody was found guilty of some misdemeanors, 
this person would inevitably be accused of all the evil spells, even those cast by 
somebody else. 
   
What I experienced years ago, I would never forget. I am ready to tell Bayaka 
fellows not to consider diviners’ power. Diviners are only wandering leaves with 
no root. The one who should have been charged was not Mobotê but me. 
 

Some Congolese Bayaka found it very hard to accept that their magic practices were 
openly presented as false. However, for the Beka project, the purpose of telling this story 
was reached: the Yaka language spoken in CAR is well understood by Congolese 
Bayaka. 

 
LITERACY 
v 3 BOOKS IN ONE: 1Timothy, 2 Timothy and Titus. 
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v TRAVEL TO LONDO 
 

 
The Evangelical Cooperation Church in Londo 

 
Till now, literacy classes have only been held in Londo. Thus, from September 24th to 
October 3rd 2007, members of the Beka project met in Londo in order to conduct 
activities in preparation for the opening of new classes in the villages of Sangha-Mbaere. 
The following are these activities: 
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ü Retraining of the literacy teachers 

 
 
For the past nearly 10 years, the literacy teachers have been working without any other 
training than their initial training. It was important to give them some review sessions 
before expanding the literacy program to other villages. 
 

ü Review of primers 

 
 
From discussions with literacy teachers, it came out that some stories in the primers are 
not very much appreciated by learners and especially by women, thus preventing their 
learning. So, these primers had to be revised (to change some words, some stories or 
some images). 
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ü Assignment of literacy teachers 

 
 
The Church has given the Beka project the responsibility to assign the literacy teachers. 
In so doing, their names have been written on pieces of paper that were then folded and 
put in a hat for drawing lots. The names of targeted villages were written on the 
blackboard. The person whose name was drawn first would go and work in the first 
village, and so on.   
 
A child, Liwâ, who walked back from the river where he had washed himself, was 
requisitioned to draw the assignments. 
 

ü Result of assignments 
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Jacques Ngelebunge is assigned to Moale, Sylvain Maliwa to Mambele, Jean-Robert 
Kpata to Yobhe, Joseph Yeye to Bomole and Bertrand Mosambe to Londo. (Images of 
these teachers and their families will be in the next newsletter) 
 

ACTION POINTS FOR PRAYERS  
 
Let’s continue to pray for:   
 
ü The publishing of Yaka primers, 
ü The continuation of the first draft of the Acts of the Apostles, 
ü The conception of a Bible Translation Manual in Yaka for training potential new 

Bayaka translators. This seminar, which will also help identify future co-workers, 
is scheduled for January 2008. 

ü The search for at least two Bayaka translators who may become members of the 
project. 

ü The search for a literacy supervisor who may also become a member of the 
project. 

ü The moving of literacy teachers and their families into the guest villages. 
ü The start of new literacy classes. 
ü The spiritual and physical health of the members of the Beka project. 
ü Security in the Central African Republic. 

 
 
Together for the Lord’s service, 
 
 
Marie-Angele Kosseke 
Coordination Assistant 
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NEWSLETTER 
December 2007 

 
 
From: The Beka Project Leadership. 
To:  Friends of the Bayaka.  
 
Dear Friends, 
 

At the beginning of this new year, the members of the Beka Project are happy to offer you 
these flowers, one of creation’s marvel, to thank you for your friendship, for all the prayers 
you lift up to the Father for them and their ministry, for your generosity and any action 
taken in favor of the objectives they pursue: Bible translation and literacy in Yaka. 

God bless you all! 
 

 
Jerome Ngama and Daniel Sila, young pygmies studying in Bangui 
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LITERACY:  
 
 
Ø Londo Village: Assignments of the literacy teachers and their families. 

 
The expand of the literacy program to other villages is becoming a reality. Five teachers 
received their assignments with enthusiasm. With their families, they are ready to leave 
Londo village, with a view to opening new classes somewhere else. 
     

 
Bertrand Mosambe and his family, here in front of their house, will stay in Londo. 
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Sylvain Maliwa and his family are assigned to Mambele (170 km from Londo). 

 

 
Joseph Yeye and his family will go to Bomolé (25 km from Londo).  
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Jacques Ngelebunge is assigned to Moalé (42 km from Londo). 

 
Jean-Robert Kpata and his family will be in Yobhe (205 km from Londo). 
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Ø The answered prayer 
Last October, François, Barthélémy and Dominique visited Mambele, a pygmy 
village, in order to increase the population’s awareness of the start of a literacy class. 
Modzango Monique blessed the Lord for she prayed a long time for this literacy 
program to start in the village.  

 
Modzango Monique in front of her hunt 

 
Ø The Bayaka of Congo-Brazza were delighted to receive 

our last publications. 

 
Here, Richard Bogodi, a pygmy pastor in charge of a biblical teaching ministry in the 
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north of the Congo-Brazza. Richard and his wife Valerie, as well as their child, were 
happy to receive the most recent publications of the Beka project. 

 
TESTIMONY:  

The "edjeîngi" 

 
From the eyes of a stranger, the "edjeîngi" is considered as a divinity. For the Bayaka, it 
is a bad spirit that wanders about in the forest, contrarily to favorable spirits that are near 
Komba (God).  

 

The spirit of the "edjeîngi" is incarnated by a mask made of raffia. Surrounded by 
"bemu" (the initiates), the edjeîngi exerts its power on the village. It manages the 
villagers’ activities and in particular hunting that must be done according to ritual. When 
the edjeîngi’s voice growls in the forest, the diviner of the initiates group translates for 
the villagers these growling that come from the sacred place and are always demands or 
threats. 
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Often the edjengi requires that one prepares a succulent meal with a game somebody 
from the village has just killed. And in order that anything else may be brought to him, it 
gives details of the circumstances in which the animal was killed and the name of the 
hunter. The concerned family will have to prepare the demanded game rapidly. All the 
village feels also concerned because if the edjengi is not satisfied, a curse will strike 
everyone. Thus, the other families will hurry to contribute to the edjengi’s meal by 
bringing yams, plantains, cassava, etc., so that this spirit is fully satisfied.  

 
These initiates, once they become Christians, denounce this practice, for what this small 
"bemu" group, in fact a secret society, makes people believe is wrong. Thanks to this 
practice, they succeed in exerting their power on the villagers and stealing all good food 
in the village. This select circle, constituted of mature persons capable of keeping a 
secret, has very clever agents. Among them, there are also some sorcerers, who can use 
their evil power when they are not given what the so called "edjengi" demands. 

 

During a visit paid last October to the inhabitants of the Wodo village, the Beka Project 
members were informed of an event that occurred just before their arrival. It was on a 
Sunday. A Pygmy, a member of the Church, left the temple while the service was going 
on, in order to wear the "edjengi" mask. When arriving in the sacred place, he bent to put 
on the mask, but the mask immediately caught fire. When François heard the story, he 
took this opportunity to explain what the "edjengi" was in reality, and to exhort the 
Church members of Wodo who were still in this practice to repent. He exhorted parents 
not to starve their children by giving all their good food to a gang of liars and thieves. 
"My father was practicing the "edjengi". But when he became a Christian, he understood 
that the "edjengi" was a bad thing that made families poorer and brought rather curses to 
those who were in this group", he concluded. 

 

LET’S CONTINUE PRAYING   
 
 For: 
Ø The revision and publishing of primers so that the quality be satisfactory.  
Ø The current first draft of the Acts of the Apostles, 
Ø The training in Bible translation, planned for January 2008. May the Lord give us 

strength and wisdom to conduct this activity. This is very important for the Beka 
Project has an imperative need of new staff members.  

Ø The search for at least two Bayaka translators. 
Ø The search for a literacy supervisor. 
Ø The moving of literacy teachers and their families into the guest villages. 
Ø The start of new literacy classes. 
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Ø Next March 20th, a meeting that will bring together several missions and 
churches that work among pygmies will take place in Londo. The Beka Project 
wants to take this opportunity to make a little dedication of its last publications: 
Ruth, Jonah, Arch of Noah, Titus, 1 and 2 Timothy, Booklet on AIDS.  

Ø During this same meeting, the Church proposes to raise François Ndinga to the 
level of pastors of the region. So, this concerns a second dedication’s ceremony.  
Tied up by the work of Bible translation in his language, François will not be 
involved in the management of the Church’s affairs at full time. But this new 
position will allow him to better defend the vision of the Beka project among his 
community. 

Ø The spiritual and physical health of the members of the Beka project. 
Ø The security in the Central African Republic. 

 
 
 
 
Together for the Lord’s service, 
 
 
Marie-Angele Kosseke 
Coordination Assistant 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dear Friends of the Beka project, 
 
Several years have already passed since April 1, 1992, the official day of the start of the 
Beka project’s activities. On that day we thanked the Lord,  who allowed a long-awaited 
dream to come true : to announce the message of the Good News among the Bayaka,  a 
linguistic group traditionally called Pygmies. 
 
This letter is to present you, who have this translation project on your heart, with an 
overall view of the past steps of this project and its present situation, in order to invite 
you to join us in an annual day of prayer for the next steps of the project. 
 
First step : Preliminary stage 
In 1992, the Beka project passed from the planning stage to execution. 
In 1998, six years later, the team members finished the first stage of this execution. 
During this period, they devoted themselves: 
 

- to learning the Pygmies’ language and culture, 
- to completing a linguistic analysis of the Yaka language in view of developing an 

alphabet and spelling rules that were approved by the Central African 
government, 

- to starting a literacy program by publishing the first drafts of the literacy materials 
(primers, booklets for easy reading) and opening an experimental literacy class of 
20 learners who faithfully attended classes in Londo. Two other classes were 
opened in two villages (Bai and Bomole). When in 2000, it was noticed that the 
youth made more progress than the adults in these literacy classes, the materials 
were revised to facilitate learning among adults. 

- to producing series of biblical booklets, the first drafts of the Bible translation 
work, dealing with Jesus’ Birth, the Lost Sheep, the Prodigal Son’s Return, 
Zacchaeus, the Good Samaritan, and the Sower. A selection of songs in Yaka and 
an audiocassette of  Luke 3-5 were also produced. 

 
Second step : Realization stage 

- In 1999, we started a second stage of activities that we consider as a period of 
realization. We are still in this period where we systematically translate books of 
the New Testament and parts of the Old Testament. While doing this, the work of 
sharing vision and encouragement of the population was undertaken in local 
churches so that they would use the Word of God translated in their language. 
During this stage, an emphasis has also been put on the production of reading 
materials, the training of literacy teachers and the expansion of the literacy 
program. The Gospel of Luke and the books of Ruth, Jonah, 1 & 2 Timothy and 
Titus, were systematically translated and checked with a translation consultant, 
tested among the population, and are now being distributed. The Story of The 
Jewish People (from Abraham to Jesus), the story of Noah’s Ark and a booklet 
about AIDS were also translated. The stories about Jonah and the Noah’s Ark 
were taped on audiocassettes. The translation of the Acts of the Apostles is still 
under way. 



The team proceded to the production of various reading materials and the training 
of a dozen of literacy teachers for the expansion of the program with the opening 
of new classes in 6 villages. 

 
Third step : Final stage 
After the second stage, the members of the team will enter a last stage qualified as final 
that will be devoted to the last checking of produced texts and corrections in view of 
publishing the New Testament. The team will have to make sure that the literacy program 
as well as the use of the Scriptures by the community will continue. 
 
 
Annual prayer day : 
We are very thankful to our Lord who has allowed these preliminary results. How many 
obstacles have been overcome to reach this point ! However, we’re not yet finished. With 
thanks to you all who lift up prayers for this project with us, we would like to invite you 
to join us in the annual day of prayer for the continuation of the program. April 1, 1992 
was declared the official day of starting the Beka project. In the name of Jesus, we 
propose from now  that April 1st will be reserved for an annual and international day of 
prayer for the Pygmies in general and the Beka project in particular. 
 
Please find enclosed the list of prayer requests. 
 
 
In Christ, 
 
 
 
 
 
Beka project Leadership     
Dominique Kosseke 
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NEWSLETTER 
March 2008 

 
 
 
From: The Beka Project Leadership. 
To:  Friends of the Bayaka.  
 
Dear Friends, 
 

It’s always a joy for us to inform you of the progress of our activities. Between February 
and March, all members of the language projects in Central African Republic gathered in 
Bangui to plan activities for 2009. Although this second term has administratively been 
very busy, we have been able, thanks to God, to do something in the areas of Scripture 
Use and Literacy.  

 
SCRIPTURE USE 
  
The book of Jonah and the story of Noah on audio cassette. 

 
From February 18 to 23, the Beka project recorded the book of Jonah and the story of 
Noah’s Ark on audio cassette. This work was possible thanks to the precious assistance 
of Jonathan Vander Wal, a media technician. 

 
Zabango Benjamin reads the texts, Ngama Jérôme repeats them. And the sentences 
that Jérôme repeats again are the ones that will be taped.  
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Sila Daniel repeated all subheadings of Jonah during the tape.  

 
The taped texts are interspersed with Yaka songs based upon the stories of Jonah and 
Noah. The Kosseke children, Gabriel and Raphael (here in red shorts) are not left out. 
After school, they rejoiced to sing a little and above all in Yaka…    
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Jonathan Vander Wal, Media Technician for the Central Africa Group, lives in 
Brazzaville with his family.  

 

LITERACY   
 

Primers: "Yaâ, îtangє" becomes "Dzafôdzafô" 
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The primers have been reviewed and have also changed their name. "Yaâ îtangє" 
(Come on and let’s read) becomes "Dzafôdzafô." 

"Dzafôdzafô" is a continuation of short imaginary stories that help children to control 
their hunger, when their parents are away.  

During the hunting or gathering seasons, the parents go into the forest. Only the 
children stay in the village. To control their hunger and prevent the solitude caused by 
the absence of their parents, these children play the "dzafôdzafô." 
This is a game consisting of sitting in a group, generally in the shade of a tree, and 
one by one each child stands up and tells the other ones an imaginary story. Each 
story always tells of a big banquet that he/she attended the day before. All the other 
children listen to him/her with admiration, as if what was being told them was true.  
That’s how they succeed in forgetting the hunger and solitude that torture them. 

Thanks to the "dzafôdzafô," children can also stay quiet in the village till their parents 
return. 
A literacy class is like the environment in which the "dzafôdzafô" occurs, with the 
difference that here, the game often consists in imaginary stories, written and read in 
books called "mabáîndzi." While one reads and writes them on the blackboard, the 
other ones follow them with admiration, by progressively forgetting they were all 
illiterate. 

 

 
TESTIMONY   

 
"One man’s meat is another man’s poison." 

 
 
It often happens, during hunting in the forest, that a shot bird or animal remains hanging 
in a tree. To pick it the hunter plaits lianas that will help him to climb up. The climbing 
belt, so plaited, helps the hunter as a support, and with some footwork he can arrive near 
the animal and take it away from the branches that keep it there. 
 
Unfortunately, this plaited belt sometimes breaks and the hunter falls down abruptly. This 
fall often causes serious wounds and death in the worst cases. Ngama Pierre, a Pygmy 
from Londo, newly assigned in another village as a church leader, experienced such an 
accident. This fall caused a serious shock to his right ankle which obliged him to stay in 
bed.     
 
In this situation, Pierre, who is used to meditating on the Word in the Bible translated into 
Sango, the national language in Central African Republic, has been able to read the 
Gospel of Luke in Yaka, his mother tongue. At the end, he expressed his joy as follows: 
“Now, I am determined to use texts in Yaka when preaching. I praise the Lord for this 
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accident that allowed me to see that the Word of God is much clearer in Yaka than in 
Sango." 
 

LET’S PRAY  
 
 For: 
 
Ø The Acts of the Apostles, currently being drafted into Yaka. 
Ø The training in Bible translation, planned for January 2008 has been postponed. 

The team is thinking of searching for new translators among young Pygmies 
studying in Bangui. Their school education would constitute a good resource for 
the work of Bible translation. 

Ø The search for a person who will be able to supervise literacy classes. 
Ø The moving of literacy teachers and their families into the villages where they are 

assigned. 
Ø The start of new literacy classes. 
Ø The meeting of last March 20th was postponed by the church. The little dedication 

of the latest publications: Ruth, Jonah, Noah’s Ark, Titus, 1 and 2 Timothy, and 
the Booklet on AIDS will be done during the next visit of Dominique to Londo.  

Ø The spiritual and physical health of the members of the Beka project. 
Ø The administrative leave of Dominique planned for April-May 2008. 
Ø Security in the Central African Republic. 

 
 
 
Together for the Lord’s service, 
 
 
Marie-Angele Kosseke 
Leader Team Assistant 
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NEWSLETTER 
June 2008 

 
 
 
From: The Beka Project Leadership. 
To:  Friends of the Bayaka.  
 
Dear Friends, 
 

 
At last! New literacy classes have been opened. God gives us a great victory today. 
Thank you for your faithfulness and prayers that have made this activity possible.  
 
Be blessed! 
 

LITERACY and SCRIPTURE USE 
 
v The Beka project took advantage of a seminar that the Evangelical Cooperation 

Church in the Central African Republic organised last June in Londo, to present the 
new literacy material and the new translated biblical books, so that they could be 
dedicated to the Master of the harvest before the imminent opening of classes. Thus, 
after the dedication of the gospel of Luke in 2004, 1 and 2 Timothy, Titus, Ruth, 
Jonah, the Noah’s Ark and a booklet about AIDS have been the subject of what we 
can qualify as a "mini-dedication". 20 local churches working among pygmies with 3 
from the Congo-Brazza, have participated in this important meeting.  It was a joyful 
time.   

 
 

 
Mini-dedication: Primers, Noah’s Ark, Ruth, Jonah, 1 and 2 Timothy, Titus and the booklet on Aids.  
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v For the circumstance, Mokêlê and Fêti, two young bayaka performed a skit in order 
to have the audience be aware of the importance of literacy. Following is the sum up 
of the story: 
 
One day, Mokêlê, a hunter, has been wandering around the forest for a long time, 
without getting any game. Exhausted and hungry, he sat down under a tree and started 
moaning. Some time later, another hunter, Fêti, also looking for game, heard 
somebody moaning. Puzzled, he comes nearer the moaning that seems human, and he 
discovers Mokêlê moaning about his fate. 
 
Moved with compassion, Fêti approaches the desperate one to give him a hand. When 
he understands that hunger is his problem, he takes two leaves from a nearby shrub. 
He put these leaves across on his left hand and, with his right hand he took some soil 
at the feet of the tree and he puts it on the leaves. With his right index finger, he starts 
examining all fragments in the soil.  
 
   

 

 
 

 
When raising his head, he asks the hungry hunter, Mokêlê: 
- What? Since you hunt, you don’t even know there is some food around you in the 

forest?  
- But, I don’t see anything, he answers him. 
- Can’t you read the beêndzi? Look! 
Fêti sits near Mokêlê and with his finger; he shows him wings, legs and other 
different parts of dead insects that fell down from the tree, at the bottom of which the 
two hunters are sitting.  
- There is some honey above, in the tree! Mokêlê shouts suddenly, after a short 
silence. It is even a good quality of honey!  It’s the bôi, the honey of bees! 

 
Rapidly, Fêti stands up, cuts vines, plaits a climbing belt with the vines and up the tree he 
climbs. Some time later, he comes down with honeycombs he gives to Mokêlê who has 
an absolute feast and his strength comes back.    
 
 

- I thank you, my brother! You saved my life, says Mokêlê. 
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- Yes, but you have to learn to read the beêndzi if you want to survive in the forest, 
Fêti reproaches. Then he continues saying: You see, at the present, some machines 
came here and started destroying our forest. The beêndzi I showed you will not 
always be useful in the future. But, thank God, there is a new sort of beêndzi that will 
help us survive in this new situation. This is the beêndzi of the dzafôdzafô (primers). 
Here it is! : 
 
 

 
 
 

-  
- If we learn to read the beêndzi of the dzafôdzafô, he continues, it will allow us to 

have new knowledge on beekeeping, agriculture, farming, fish breeding, health 
and many other things that will help us cope with these changes caused by the 
destruction of our flora and fauna. Well, I also inform you that a man and his 
family have arrived in the village. He is there to teach us to learn this new sort of 
beêndzi. Let’s go and register for his class, we surely will not regret it.   

 
- My friend, says Mokêlê, thank you for your help and your wise advice. You are 

right, our forest doesn’t provide for our needs any longer. I believe the beêndzi of 
the dzafôdzafô that you speak of, will bring a new breath to us.  

 
 
v THE OPENING OF LITERACY CLASSES 
 

 
The prayer sending out the literacy teachers 
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v Two days after the seminar, Dominique, Barthelemy, Francois and Yeye’s family left 
for Bomole, a pygmy village that is located in the Likouala region, in the far north of 
the Congo-Brazza. They went there to install Yeye, the litarecy teacher with his wife 
and their 4 children. In this forest, there is no real road. So, in that case walking is the 
only option.  

 

 
Rucksack on their back, Barthelemy (front) and Dominique (back) in the forest. 

 

v Bomole: The installation of the teacher Yeye and the opening of classes. 
 

 
Francois Ndinga while explaining the event to the 76 new registered students 

 

After the opening ceremony of the class, the members of the Beka project went to the 
village chief as is customary to introduce themselves and make a report. The moment that 
they finished, a political delegation coming from Brazzaville arrived in the court of the 
chief. They were representatives of a political party campaigning for the legislative 
election.  

 

To attract the votes of the Bayaka of this village, these men made many promises, 
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particularly about children’s education and the opening of a school in the village. While 
listening to them, the members of the Beka project were looking at each other with a 
smile on their lips… 

 

For in this area, the Beka project had gone beyond those promises and was already in the 
stage of implementation. By making promises about the education of the village children, 
these political men were, without knowing it, making the population aware of the 
importance of literacy activities, and giving weight to our visit in Bomole. 
  

v Londo and Moale 
 
After Bomole, the team came back in Londo where with 56 registered students, it opened 
a literacy class. Two days later, it was the turn of the Moale village that is located 42 km 
eastward of Londo. There, the literacy teacher, Jacques Ngelebunge, would have to 
handle a big class of 99 learners.   

 

ANNOUNCEMENT: 
A Bible Translator is given the position of Evangelist Pastor.  

 
Consecration of Francois Ndinga and his wife on June 22nd 2008. 

 

LET’S PRAY  
For: 
 
Ø The opening of literacy classes in three other villages, especially Bai, another 

village in Congo-Brazza.  
Ø The moving of the other literacy teachers and their families in these villages 

(Mambele, Liboko and Bai). In our planning, the opening of a class in Bai was not 
scheduled. But, when the church leaders of this village heard about this future 
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activity, they specially wrote to the beka project so that their community wouldn’t 
be forgotten. This initiative did encourage us very much.   

Ø That Dominique and Francois will be able to concentrate on the second draft of 
the first chapters of the Acts of the Apostles, but only after the start of these last 
three classes that have to be opened soon. 

Ø The search for a person who will be able to supervise the literacy classes.  
Ø The training in Bible translation and the search for new Bible translators.  
Ø The spiritual and physical health of the members of the Beka project 
Ø Security in the Central African Republic. 
Ø The lack of electricity in Bangui perturbs businesses, homes, the various public 

services and of course our activities. The electricity facilities are very old and they 
are not able to provide enough electricity to all consumers.  

 
 
We appreciate your prayers and your gifts and encouragement  
 
 
Together for the Lord’s service, 
 
 
Marie-Angele Kosseke 
Leader Team Assistant 
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NEWSLETTER 
September 2008 

 
 
 
From: The Beka Project Leadership. 
To:  Friends of the Bayaka.  
 
Dear Friends, 
 

Literacy has once again been our biggest concern during this term. Three other classes 
have been opened in the Mambele and Liboko villages of the southwestern part of CAR, 
as well as in Bhai, another village in northern Congo-Brazza. 
 
We have much to praise the Lord for concerning literacy, for with revising the primers 
and extending the literacy programme; the challenge has been a big one for our small 
team. It’s also true that the translation side of the project suffered during this time, but it 
was worth it. Already, church leaders and even a leader of an NGO working among 
pygmies have been in contact with us to have classes opened in their areas. 

 
We want to give thanks to the Master of the harvest from whom we received comfort 
throughout these months, when several times the enemy tried to discourage us.  

 
"Oh yes, you have been so good to us, your servants, and moreover to the Bayaka people 
who have a special place in your salvation plan. We thank you for making us work 
towards it." 

 

LITERACY   
 

From August 10th to 20th 2008, Dominique and Barthelemy took to the road to open 3 
new literacy classes in the villages cited above (Bhai, Mambele, and Liboko). As was the 
case months ago, in some villages, the literacy teacher was overwhelmed with the crowd 
of Bayaka willing to learn to read and write in their language. The average number of 
learners has been around 100 people a class.  
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                                     Booklet in hand, the literacy teacher is registering learners. 
 
 

TESTIMONIES 
 
The following testimonies have been collected among the literacy teachers and a former 
Bible translator, Barthelemy Kombo. 
 
 
Liboko: Kpata Jean Robert 
 

«When my family and I started organizing things for our departure to Liboko, the  
village we are assigned to, we also started going through hard times. At first, it 
was the death of our older son who didn’t survive a quick illness. Several days 
later, after his burial, our second child also fell ill, presenting the same symptoms 
of his dead brother. He had a high temperature, didn’t eat and started losing 
weight.     
 
Everybody thought this second child was about to die soon. My wife and I were 
also aware of it, especially since I dreamt that my son died and that people came 
and dug his grave above the one where his older brother was buried a few days 
earlier. But, when these people wanted to put him in his grave, the dead body 
started crying loudly. Then they decided not to bury him and closed the grave.   
 
When my parents saw that the fever didn’t go down and the child became weaker 
and weaker, they suggested that I look for a traditional healer. Unwilling to listen 
to their suggestion, I took the child to church where I asked brothers and sisters 
to pray for him. After the prayer, we decided, my wife and I, to leave the village 
for Liboko. The child was still ill and not any better but we had to go away in 
order to flee the pressure from our parents who became insistent that we take our 
child to a traditional healer.   
 
The trip through the forest lasted 3 days. After the first day of walking, we noticed 
with astonishment that the temperature of the child was falling and that he even 
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could eat a bit. The third day, when we arrived in Liboko, he was totally cured. In 
Liboko, the community welcomed us warmly. We feel at home, as if we were 
among our own relatives.    
 
We have just received the news that Bhemba Suzanne, Kpata’s wife who was 
pregnant, gave birth to a beautiful baby.  
 

 
Yéyé Joseph: «In Bomole, the villagers have warmly welcomed my family. We have 
been given a house, and I feel like a privileged civil servant. It was with much joy that the 
learners bought the primers. » 
 
 

                       
                  Bayaka buying Christian literature. 

 
Feti Noel: «In Bhai, the community takes good care of us. We receive sufficient food. The 
place where the literacy class is located  looks like an active beehive, for in the mornings 
it is swarming with people. » 
 
 
Maliwa Andre: «In Mambele, what struck me after I left Londo, was to see how the 
policemen take care of us. When they read the mission order our church delivered to us, 
they treated us as if we were civil servants who were on their way to their new 
assignment, whereas we were only a small pygmy family. »  
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    Young Bayaka listening to the story of Noah’s Ark on audio cassette. 

 
 

Kombo Barthélemy: When in Liboko to promote literacy among the population there, 
Barthelemy Kombo highlighted the following: «The Central African Republic is under-
developed because of us, the Bayaka. If we stand up, the Central African Republic will 
also rise … » 
 
 

TRANSLATION  
              

After having installed the literacy teachers and opened the new classes in the different 
villages, Francois and Dominique went back to the translation table. Francois has just 
finished the first draft of the 28 chapters of Acts; Dominique is now finished correcting 
the first draft of the first 15 chapters. Both translators will have to meet together to jointly 
check these first 15 chapters before requesting the contribution of the translation 
consultant.  
 

LET’S PRAY  
 
For: 
 
Ø The supervision and the follow-up of the literacy classes. As there is no 

supervisor yet, Dominique and Francois will have to deal with this activity. 
Ø The search for a literacy supervisor.  
Ø The republishing of primers in a sufficient quantity for the next classes.  
Ø The republishing of biblical books already available in Yaka. 
Ø The Beka Project thought to integrate two young Bayaka as translators. They are 

still studying at a high-school in Bangui. Let’s pray that the Lord gives wisdom 
during the discussions so that the leaders of the church who looks after their 
studies are convinced of the importance of their assignment to the Beka Project.  

Ø The electricity provision so that our activities are less disturbed
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Ø Security in our country. 
 
 
 
 
 

Together for the Lord’s service, 
 
 
Marie-Angele Kosseke 
Leader Team Assistant 
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NEWSLETTER 
December 2008 

 
 
 
From: The Beka Project Leadership. 
To:  Friends of the Bayaka.  
 
Dear Friends, 
 

 

 
Dominique’s house in Londo. 

 

This year represents a turning point for the Beka Project: our team has to be 
enlarged so that it can better function. The present members are increasingly feeling the 
pressure caused by their multiple responsibilities. 

We have reached the stage of expanding the literacy program. Several classes 
were opened last year and the first of these have already finished and are waiting for an 
evaluation. The more Bayaka who are able to read, the more they will need something to 
satisfy their thirst of reading. So, the translators must produce more.  

We have been praying for several years for a literacy supervisor and new 
translators. Two years ago, we thought we had found a supervisor, but his church 
preferred to assign him somewhere else. Last October, we considered calling as 
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translators two young Bayaka who attend a high-school in Bangui. After several meetings 
with the church leaders who support their schooling, their assignment to the Beka Project 
was authorized. Unfortunately, as the budget of this fiscal year does not cover their 
integration, these young Pygmies must continue with their high-school studies, while 
waiting for the Lord to arrange everything.  

Discouragement is not an option as Christians, and we also know that God has a 
time for everything. 

 

LITERACY   
 

 
Kits for the Yaka literacy teachers 

 
 
Evaluation of the class in Bomole 
 

As part of the supervision of literacy classes, François Ndinga and Maxime Dappa 
traveled last September to Bomole, a village in the north of Congo-Brazzaville, to 
evaluate the work of teacher Joseph Yéyé and the level of the students. This class was the 
second one to begin, after the one in Londo which started in June 2008.  Here are the 
class statistics: 

Registered: 90 
Regular attendees: 57 
Present at the assessment: 54 
Absent at the assessment: 3  
Drop-outs: 33  
 

These drop-outs are mainly due to the responsibilities of some of the learners who 
are heads of families. The economy of the Pygmies is based on obtaining food each day, 
and there are no reserves, so every day time is spent in food provision.  
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TRANSLATION  
 
v Workshop on Paul’s epistle to the Romans.  
 

From November 24 to December 6, 2008, a translation workshop on the letter of 
Paul to the Romans took place in Bangui. Twenty-two translators representing nine 
language programs (four from the Democratic Republic of Congo and five from the 
Central African Republic) were involved in it. Such a workshop consists in 
presenting, discussing and thinking about the translation difficulties that appear in the 
book. These activities led to the translation of the booklet called “Passport” (trial 
edition) that is a compilation of key verses drawn from this epistle.  
 

 
Dominique Kosseke, Coordinator of the Beka Project and François Ndinga, translator 

 
 
v The Creation Story. 
 

The Beka translation team translated a shell book on the Creation Story. On 
December 17, 2008, this shell book was translation-checked by Jim Fultz, translation 
consultant. Now it can be given to the printer for printing.  
 
TESTIMONIES 

 
1. Mambere : 

 
The season for caterpillars (July-September) is an important time in the lives of 

the Bayaka people. The villages are often abandoned during this period, for 
everybody is in the forest gathering these insects that have an important place in the 
Pygmies’ diet. For the occasion, camps are established in the middle of the forest to 
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be nearer to the caterpillars. Many other activities fail when promoters ignore or 
neglect this reality. That’s why the Mambere church leaders decided that during this 
period, the literacy classes would be suspended. 
 

The time of gathering caterpillars arrives; the teacher Maliwa announces to his 
students the suspension of classes. Whereas he thought that the news would be 
welcomed with joy, imagine Maliwa’s surprise when he saw his class react negatively 
to the announcement. The students made this clear to him by saying, “That’s all right 
for the caterpillars, but classes first.”  
 

 
 

2. Bomole: one development the Beka-Project would like to see result from the 
increase in literacy is the use of Scripture portions that have already been 
translated into Yaka. 

  
When the inhabitants of Mogobo (a village in Congo) heard about the opening of 

a literacy class in Bomole, around 10 villagers did not see the 5 kilometers that 
separate these two villages as an obstacle that could prevent them from reading and 
writing their mother tongue. As soon as they could, they went to Bomole and 
registered.  These learners had to walk 10 kilometers each day round-trip to attend the 
lectures that started early (7:00 to 8:30 am) 
 

At the end of three months, the class finished, and Ngelengba, a student coming 
from Mogobo, went back to his village with the Gospel of Luke in Yaka in hand. The 
following Sunday, the inhabitants of Mogobo were happy to hear Ngelengba preach a 
sermon based on Luke 18:16.  
 

But the happiest among them was Ngelengba himself, who months earlier had 
made the mistake of considering a page of a primer as a portion of the Scriptures. He 
found a paper that introduces the sound “ngb” and presents the verb “ngbuka” 
meaning “to vomit”. On the page of this primer is a drawing of a man vomiting. For 
Ngelengba, this paper must have come from God, as he sees the Beka Project as a 
divine work. During his preaching fueled by his vivid imagination, he asked the 
members of the church to look at the picture, and he said, “This is Jesus vomiting. 
Jesus drank too much alcohol and he felt bad….” The conclusion was: “Alcohol is 
very bad.”   
 

The Mogobo church has remained without a pastor since the first pastor assigned 
to the village left. An itinerant minister and an evangelist pass only rarely during the 
year to follow up on the community. Meanwhile, the members are doing the best they 
can, as you can read in the story of Ngelengba.  
 

We praise God that Bayaka people in Mogobo have among them today brothers 
and sisters who can personally meditate on the Word of God and that their 
community can benefit from it.  
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LET’S PRAY  
 
For: 
 
Ø The supervision and the follow-up of the literacy classes in Bhai, Liboko and 

Mambere. 
Ø The search for a literacy supervisor.  
Ø The financing for the integration of the new translators. 
Ø The reprinting of primers in large quantities for the opening of upcoming classes.  
Ø The reprinting of biblical books already existing in Yaka as well as the printing of 

the Creation Story shell book. 
Ø The completion of the second draft of the book of the Acts of the Apostles.  
Ø Security in our country: the dialog between the political, civilian parties and the 

leaders of the rebellions in the north of the Central African Republic was 
applauded by both the local population and the international observers. Let’s pray 
for the implementation by every party of the resolutions made. May God instill 
into Central Africans love for their country and a commitment to its development.  

 
 
 
Together for the Lord’s service, 
 
 
Marie-Angele Kosseke 
Leadership Team Assistant 
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